2. The Road Not Taken: LITERATURE CLASS IX
WORKSHEET 1
Name………………………………….:Class………….:Roll No……………:

Extract Based Questions
1.

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And sorry I could not travel on both
And be one traveller, long as I stood
And looked down one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;.

(a)
(b)
(c)

Where was the poet standing?What did he see?
Why did the poet stand there for so long?
Why did the poet describe the wood as yellow?

2.

Then took the other, as just as fair,
And having perhaps the better claim,
Because it was grassy and wanted wear;
Though as for that the passing there
Had worn them really about the same,

(a)
(b)
(c)

Which road did the poet take?
Why did the poet take the other road?
Was it a worn out road or a less travelled path?

3.

And both that morning equally lay
In leaves no step had trodden black
Oh, I kept the first for another day!
Yet knowing how way leads on to way,
I doubted if I should ever come back.

(a)
(b)
(c)

Who does the word “both; refer to?
Explain the phrase ‚…..way leads on to wayƒ?
What doubt did the poet have in his mind?

4.

I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence;
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I
I took the one less travelled by,
And that has made all the difference.

(a)
(b)
(c)

What would the poet be telling his future generations with a sigh?
What was going on in the poetƒs mind as reflected in the above lines?
Explain the phrase ‚And that has made all the differenceƒ?

Short Answer Type Questions
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

The title “The Road Not Taken” is an appropriate title for the poem. Comment.
Why does the poet want the passers by to “stop here or gently pass”?.
Why does the poet say he shall tell people ‚this with a sighƒ?
Why did the poet keep the first road for another day?
Why did the poet feel sorry? Why did the poet stand long at the crossroads?
What message does Robert Frost give to his readers through his poem ‚The Road Not Takenƒ.

Long Answer Type Questions
13.
Discuss the anticipation or remorse in “The Road Not Taken”
14.
Making choices seem to a part of everybodyƒs life. Yet they need to be made. Elaborate in
about 150 words in relation to the poem, “ The Road Not Taken”.
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WORKSHEET CLASS:- 9TH
1.Read the extracts and answer the following questions:She was thinking about the old schools they had when her
grandfather’s grandfather was little boy. All the kids from the whole
neighborhood came, laughing and shouting in the school-yard, sitting
together in the schoolroom, going home together at the end of the day.
They learned the same things, so they could help one another with the
homework and talk about it.
i)

Who does ‘she’ refer to in the above extract?
a)Mrs.Jones

ii)

b) Margie c) Margie’s Friend d) Tommy

The mood that prevailed in the old school was……..
a)Happy

b) gloomy

c) sad

d) quiet

The kids of the school helped one another with their…..
Compared with the mechanical school, the…….. was a very
happy place.
2. Read the extracts and answer the following questions:iii)
iv)

Evelyn confesses that she is something of a workaholic. “I’ve just got to
work . . . often harder than classical musicians. But the rewards are
enormous.” Apart from the regular concerts, Evelyn also gives free
concerts in prisons and hospitals. She also gives high priority to classes
for young musicians.
1.Which rewards is she referring to?
2.Why is she called workaholic?
3.Find a word in the passage which means same as ‘very big?
3. Read the extracts and answer the following questions:She never looked back from that point onwards. She toured the United
Kingdom with a youth orchestra and by the time she was sixteen, she had
decided to make music her life. She auditioned for the Royal Academy of
Music and scored one of the highest marks in the history of the academy.
She gradually moved from orchestral work to solo performances. At the
end of her three-year course, she had captured most of the top awards.
Questions :
(1) Why did she tour the United Kingdom?

(ii) What did she decide to make her life?
(iii) What was her performance in the audition for the Royal Academy of
Music?
(iv) From orchestra what did she decide to move?
(v) What was her performance during the course in the Royal Academy of
Music?
4.Read the extracts and answer the following questions:Do this, and the wind will be friends with us.
The wind blows out weak fires.
He makes strong fires roar and flourish.
His friendship is good.
We praise him everyday.
i)
Who does ‘we’ refer to here?
a) The wind b) The poet c)Windows d) Weak persons
ii)
Whose friendship is good?
a) The wind b) The poet c) The fires d) Weak persons
iii) The wind is friendly only with……..
iv)
The phrase, ‘makes strong fires roar and flourish’ here means……

5.Short answer questions:1. What message does the poet want to convey through the poem ‘The
Road Not Taken’?
2. Who was the county inspector? What was his work?
3. What was the contribution of Forbes in helping Evelyn to lean music?
4. How is Shehnai different from Pungi?
5. What did Margie write in her diary?

6.Long answer questions:1. What is the role of a teacher in the life of a student? How is a
human teacher better than mechanical teacher?
2. It is firm determination and will power that make impossible a
possible. comment on the basis of sound of music

3. How does Evelyn hear music?
LESSON-1 THE LOST CHILD
1.What are the things the child sees on his way to the fair ?
2. Why does the lost child lose interest in the things that he had wanted
earlier ?
3.Describe the scene of the fair in the story ‘The Lost Child.’
4.Who rescued the lost child ? What did he offer to buy him ?
5.What was the mood of the child when he passed from the mustard field ?
6. Do you think the title of the story ‘The Lost Child’ is apt and appropriate?
Why?
7. Describe the psychological state of the lost child.
8. Throw light on the Indian atmosphere in the story.
9. Why was the child always lagging behind his parents?
10. How did the father distract the child’s mind from the toy-seller?
11. There were some things he knew his parents would not buy for him, so
he did not ask for them. What are these?
12.It was the roundabout which attracted the child most in the fair. Why?
13. How did the child enjoy in the lap of nature ?
14. How did the child react when he found that he had lost his parents ?
15. How was the child nearly trampled underfoot ?
THE SOUND OF MUSIC PART:2 WORKSHEET (MCQ)
Question 1.Tick the right answer.
1.The (shehnai, pungi) was a ‘reeded noisemaker.’
2.(Bismillah Khan, A barber, Ali Bux) transformed the pungi into a shehnai.
3.Bismillah Khan’s paternal ancestors were (barbers, professional
musicians).

4.Bismillah Khan leamt to play the shehnai from (Ali Bux, Paigambar Bux,
Ustad Faiyaaz Khan).
5.Bismillah Khan’s first trip abroad was to (Afghanistan, U.S.A., Canada).

Q2.Find the words in the text which show Ustad Bismillah Khan’s feelings
about the items listed below. Then mark a tick (✓) in the correct column.
Discuss your answers in class.
Bismillah Khan’s feelings about *Positive* Negative *Neutral*
1. teaching children music
2. the film world
3. migrating to the U.S.A.
4. playing at temples
5. getting the Bharat Ratna
6. the banks of the Ganga
7. leaving Banaras and Dumraon

WORKESHEET OF WRITING SECTION
1.Write an article on importance of games and sports for your school
magazine120 words.
2. Write a short story in 200-250 words using the clues given below.
Summer –season, bee falls into tank- dove flies past-d rope a large leaf into
the water-the bee climbs on the leaf-files away- a hunter takes aim at the
dove-the bee stings-the dove is saved.
3. After a long vacation, your school is going to reopen in couple of days .
write a dairy entry describing your feeling about having to go to school.
4. Write a letter to a friend thanking for his hospitality during your visit to
his house.

UNIT – 2
FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTER
Assignment

Q.1

What are the application areas/uses of computer?

Q.2

Describe Programs and Data?

Q.3

What is BIOS?

Q.4

Write the capacity of following storage devices(Minimum and

maximum):1. Compact Disk (CD) =
2. Digital Versatile Disk (DVD)
3. Blue-ray Disk =
4. Pen Drives =
5. Memory Stick =
6. Hard Disk =
Q.5

Write about the different keys of the keyboard.

Q.6

Write some basic tips to search information using search engines.

Q.7

What is computer security and privacy?

Q.8

Describe various threats from malicious human sources and human

errors to your computer.
Q.9

What are the measures to protect your privacy?

CLASS IX
UNIT III MASTERING TYPING
ASSIGNMENT

Q.1

What is touch typing?

Q.2

What are various stages of touch typing technique?

Q.3

What are the base positions of your fingers on keyboard?

Q.4

Write some points to be focused when you are sitting in front of computer.

Q.5

Write two advice/suggestions for successful touch typing practice.

Q.6

Explain various components/controls of Rapid Typing Window.

Q.7

Explain different types of mistakes that occurred during the lesson.

Q.8

Explain Error Window of the Rapid Typing.

Q.9

Write the options to review our statics and progress both in graphical and

table view.
Q.10 What are the different components of lesson editor window?
Q.11 Write steps to insert a new lesson on rapid typing software .

WORKSHEET
CLASS – IX
CHAPTER – 2 (CIVICS)
WHAT IS DEMOCRACY? WHY DEMOCRACY?
1. Define democracy.
2. Which Pakistan’s General led a military coup in October 1999?
a) Robert Mugabe
c) Benazir Bhutto
b) Parvez Musharraf
d) Muhammad Ali
3. Suggest one important feature of Democracy.
4. __________ Party always forms the government in China.
5. When did Mexico get independence?
a) 1945
c) 1928
b) 1920
d) 1930
6. Do the women of Saudi Arabia have the right to vote?
7. What do you mean by political equality?
8. Correct the following statement:
Zimbabwe attained independence from Black majority rule in 1988.
9. In the question given below, there are two statements marked as Assertion (A)
and Reason (R). Read the statements and choose the correct option.
Assertion(A): Democracy allows us to correct our own mistakes.
Reason(R): Citizens have the choice to change their rulers after every five
years.
Options
a) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
b) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
c) (A) is true but (R) is false.
d) (A) is false but (R) is true.

10. What is direct democracy?
11. What is the most common form of democracy in today’s world?
12. Explain the relation between free and fair election and democracy.
13. Mention three essential features of democracy.
14. Is there any scope of morality in democracy? Comment.

(1)

15.‘Democracy is of the people, for the people and by the people.’ Explain how
the people are the rulers in a democracy.
16. Is it true of democracy that it allows a way of correcting its mistakes and
offers more dignity to all citizens?

WORKSHEET
CLASS – IX
CHAPTER – 1 (ECONOMICS)
THE STORY OF VILLAGE PALAMPUR
1. Which one of these is not a factor of production?
a) Land
c) Location
b) Labour
d) Physical Capital
2. What are non–farm activities?
3. The HYV stands for __________.
4. _________ is the most abundant factor of production.
5. What are ‘raw materials and money in hand’ called?
a) Working Capital
c) Fixed Capital
b) Physical Capital
d) Human Capital
6. Correct the following statement:
The Green Revolution in 1950s introduced the high yielding varieties (HYV)
of seeds.
7. What are the non-farm activities carried on in Palampur?
8. What is meant by multiple cropping?
9. Modern farming methods require the farmers to start with more cash than
before. Why?
10.What are the disadvantages of using chemical fertilisers in modern farming
methods?

WORKSHEET
CLASS – IX
CHAPTER – 1 (GEOGRAPHY)
INDIA: SIZE AND LOCATION
1. How many states and Union Territories are there in India?
a) 28 & 9
c) 29 & 7
b) 28 & 8
d) 29 & 8
2. What is the Standard Meridian of India?
3. The Indira Point got submerged under the sea water in ____.
4. Name the southern neighbours of India.
5. Which parallel of latitude divides India into almost two equal parts?
a) Tropic of Cancer
c) Equator
b) Tropic of Capricorn
d) None of these
6. Which of these countries do not share the border with India in the North:
a) China
c) Bhutan
b) Afghanistan
d) Nepal
7. Which Islands group lies in the south-west of India?
8. What is the time lag between Gujarat and Arunachal Pradesh?
9. Which Indian state has the longest coastline?
10. On the map of India, locate the following:
a) Tropic of Cancer
b) Prime Meridian of India
c) Island groups of India

WORKSHEET
CLASS – IX
CHAPTER – 1 (HISTORY)
THE FRENCH REVOLUTION
1. When did the French Revolution begin?
a) 14July, 1789
c) 14May, 1769
b) 18May, 1789
d) 30June, 1769
2. Louis XVI belonged to which dynasty?
3. The book Social Contract is written by ____________.
4. ___________ is the author of the book Two Treatises of Government.
5. Who was the leader of the Jacobin club?
a) Napoleon Bonaparte
c) Louis XVI
b) Olympe de Gouges
d) Mirabeau
6. Correct the following statement:
The National Assembly completed the draft of the Constitution in 1781.
7. Study the picture and answer the question that follows.

Which of the following best signifies the above picture?
a) Symbol of fashion
b) Worn by a slave upon becoming free

c) Symbol of strength
d) Symbol of equality

8. Who abolished monarchy in France and declared it a republic and when?
9. When did the women in France get the right to vote?
10. Who wrote the ‘Declaration of the Rights of Women and Citizen’?
11. When was slavery finally abolished in the French colonies?
a) 1846
c) 1848
b) 1845
d) 1850
12. When did Napolean Bonaparte crown himself Emperor of France?

13.What were the legacies of the French Revolution?
14. Which three causes led to the ‘subistence crisis’ in France during the Old
Regime?
15. What was the contribution of Mirabeau and Sieyes to the formation of the
National Assembly?
16. What do you understand by the term ‘Reign of Terror’?
17. What changes were seen in the regime of Robespierre’s government?
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